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Summary

Students learn large amounts of information, but not all of it is remembered after

courses end – meaning that valuable class time is often spent reviewing background

material. Crucially, laboratory research suggests different strategies will be effective

when reactivating previously learned information (i.e. marginal knowledge), as

opposed to learning new information. In two experiments, we evaluated whether

these laboratory results translated to the classroom. Topics from prior courses were

tested to document which information students could no longer retrieve. Half were

assigned to a not-tested control and half to the intervention; for these topics, stu-

dents answered multiple-choice questions (without feedback) that gave them the

chance to recognize the information they had failed to retrieve. Weeks later, students

completed a final assessment on all topics. Crucially, multiple-choice testing

increased the retrieval of previously forgotten information, providing the first class-

room demonstration of the reactivation of marginal knowledge.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Students must acquire a vast amount of knowledge, especially in pro-

fessional degree programs. However, successful learning in a course

does not guarantee that this information will be remembered over the

long term; students rapidly forget content if they do not continue to

use it (e.g., summer learning loss; Cooper, Nye, Charlton, Lindsay, &

Greathouse, 1996; Custers, 2010, Custers & Ten Cate, 2011; Ling,

Swanson, Holtzman, & Bucak, 2008; Sullivan, Gregg, Adams,

Rodgers, & Hull, 2013). This problem occurs even if material is well-

learned initially (Emke, Butler, & Larsen, 2016; Larsen, Butler, &

Roediger III, 2009) and is particularly problematic in courses where

new learning builds on concepts and skills learned in prior courses.

Although this problem is often characterized as student

“forgetting,” basic memory theory highlights that forgetting is not all-

or-none. That is, information may be available (stored in memory) but

not accessible (retrievable), with the consequence that new retrieval

cues (different locations, moods, physiological states, etc.) may cue

(reactivate) a seemingly forgotten memory (Tulving &

Pearlstone, 1966). Such findings provided the empirical base for theo-

retical ideas such as encoding specificity (Tulving & Thomson, 1973)

and transfer appropriate processing (Morris, Bransford, &

Franks, 1977). This distinction is not limited to episodic memories; for

example, tip-of-the-tongue states are frustrating precisely because

one struggles to retrieve a word or phrase that one is sure one knows

(Brown & McNeil, 1966). Bahrick and colleagues (Berger, Hall, &

Bahrick, 1999) coined the term marginal knowledge to describe cases

where knowledge is stored (available) but not retrievable (accessible).

Our work follows directly from the experimental literature on

marginal knowledge, so we briefly review those studies here. The lab-

oratory work is compelling because it utilizes a control that is not pos-

sible to use in classroom studies, namely, fictional questions (e.g., Who

was Captain Child's enemy?) for which there cannot be any marginal

knowledge to reactivate. Each fictional question is paired with a real

question (e.g., Who was Robin Hood's greatest enemy?), with the logic

that an intervention that successfully reactivates marginal knowledge

should improve learning more for (forgotten) real information than fic-

titious items (as only real items are associated with marginal
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knowledge to reactivate). In the seminal study, participants took an

initial short-answer test consisting of real and fictitious questions, and

then briefly saw the answers (one alternative was randomly desig-

nated as “correct” for each fictitious item). Later, after varying delays,

participants took the short-answer test again. The focus is on ques-

tions that participants failed to answer on the initial test. Critically,

participants benefitted much more from exposure to answers of real

items than fictitious ones (see also Cantor, Eslick, Marsh, Bjork, &

Bjork, 2015), and that benefit lasted up to nine days for real items

(whereas answers to fictitious questions were quickly forgotten). The

fictional items were learnable, but they were also quickly forgotten as

there was no prior knowledge to reactivate, highlighting the differ-

ence between new learning and the reactivation of previously learned

information.

Past research suggests that multiple-choice tests are sometimes

sufficient to reactivate marginal knowledge, given that such questions

reexpose the learner to the correct answers and provide retrieval

practice. In one study, following an initial short answer test, real and

fake test items (from the original Berger et al., 1999 materials) were

assigned to one of three conditions: multiple-choice testing without

feedback, multiple-choice testing with feedback, or a no-test control

condition (Cantor et al., 2015). Two findings are important for present

purposes. First, multiple-choice testing improved performance on the

final test 2 days later – but only for real items, for which participants

had information stored in memory to reactivate. Second, the benefits

of receiving feedback were similar for real and fake items, suggesting

that that participants learned new information from the feedback

rather than needing it to reactivate stored knowledge. Additional

studies compared multiple-choice testing to exposure to the answers;

less clear was whether multiple-choice testing provided a benefit over

simply reading an answer (Cantor et al., 2015). This result is surprising

given the overwhelming evidence that retrieval practice promotes

learning (Roediger III & Butler, 2011) – but also highlights that

reactivating marginal knowledge may differ from new learning.

Examinations of long-term learning suggest that students do have

relevant information stored in memory that is not accessible. Such

studies typically use a cross-sectional design, with students of differ-

ent ages taking tests on high school content (e.g., Bahrick &

Phelps, 1987; Bahrick & Hall, 1991; see Conway, Cohen, &

Stanhope, 1991, for a similar demonstration with university class con-

tent). While the emphasis is normally on the stability of performance

over long periods of time (following an initial period of steep forget-

ting), what is crucial for present purposes is that students do better on

recognition tests than on production measures.

In the present research, we aimed to bridge the laboratory and

the classroom to evaluate whether student knowledge from prior

courses can be reactivated quickly and easily. In two studies, we

obtained measures of what students remembered from their prior

courses before reactivating a subset of the target material with

multiple-choice quizzes. The intervention was embedded in an out-of-

class assignment in Experiment 1 and in a course pretest in Experi-

ment 2. To preview, students showed long-term benefits from the

intervention, as measured at the end of their college course.

1.1 | Experiment 1

The study was conducted as part of standard educational activities

within the first year “Pharmacy Bridging Course” (PHCY 500) within

the doctoral pharmacy program at a large state university. This four-

week course reviews core material from prerequisite coursework in

physiology, organic chemistry, biochemistry, applied math, and statis-

tics. Each section of the course administers a course pretest

(a baseline assessment to measure proficiency based on prior cour-

sework and experiences) and a post-course test to measure mastery

following completion of the course. We added questions to the

course pretest to identify unretrievable information, embedded the

intervention in classroom assignments, and used the course posttest

to assess whether our intervention was successful.

2 | METHOD

2.1 | Students

One hundred and forty-five first-year pharmacy students participated in

the study (representing 95% of the total class; 5% of students did not

consent to having their data released for analysis). All students were

taking a bridging course designed to help them transition into the Doc-

tor of Pharmacy program at the flagship campus of a large state univer-

sity. The average age of the students was 22 years old (range 19–32),

and 81% of them had obtained a college degree. All students were

required to have completed at least one semester of human physiology

and anatomy prior to entering pharmacy school. As a group, their mean

college grade point average upon admission was 3.5 (out of 4.0), and

their mean Pharmacy College Admission Test score was 88%.

2.2 | Materials

Twenty-eight key concepts were identified as being relevant to the cur-

rent course; sample items appear in Table 1 and the entire set is avail-

able from the senior author (Persky) upon request. Because the course is

successful at preparing students for the Pharmacy program (and typically

leads to ceiling performance on the post-course assessment), we chose

items that were not slated to be explicitly reviewed in the course but

were still highly relevant to the pharmacy curriculum. There were four

items in each of seven areas of physiology: cardiology, renal, hematol-

ogy, central nervous system, gastrointestinal, respiratory, and endocrine.

ExamSoft software (ExamSoft, ExamSoft Worldwide, Inc.

©, 2012) was used to administer a 93-item course pretest; the 28 crit-

ical concepts were tested along with 65 other items that were slated

for review in the course. The noncritical items were tested in

multiple-choice format but the critical items were tested in short-

answer format. Only 25% of critical questions were answered cor-

rectly; 75% of this material was either forgotten or inaccessible. Based

on the results of this pretest, the seven topics were ranked in scores

from highest to lowest and the easiest topic was excluded from the
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experiment. The six remaining topics were divided into two sets mat-

ched on performance on the pretest. The course posttest was identi-

cal to the pretest.

The course practice assignment included items about current

course content (for which feedback was provided, given it was not

the focus of the experiment) as well as the critical intervention items

(for which no feedback was provided). That is, questions about one of

the two sets of critical topics (counterbalanced across subjects) were

interspersed throughout the assignment. For each critical topic, the

same four concepts were targeted as in the pretest. Following

Park (2005), students responded in two stages: first, they answered a

fill-in-the-blank version of each question, to confirm current (in)acces-

sibility. They then received the same question in multiple-choice for-

mat and selected their response from four alternatives. This hybrid

format also has the advantage of being good for learning (Butler,

Marsh, Slavinsky, & Baraniuk, 2014; Park, 2005, 2010; Park &

Choi, 2008; Smith & Karpicke, 2014), combining the superior mne-

monic benefits that often accrue from taking an open-ended test

(Kang, McDermott, & Roediger III, 2007) with the objectiveness of a

multiple-choice test that facilitates grading.

2.3 | Procedure

An overview of the procedure can be found in Figure 1. Prior to the

course, students completed the pretest. During the first week of the

course, all participants completed the course practice assignment,

which involved questions on the intervention concepts as well as

other questions related to the course. The personalized learning sys-

tem OpenStax Tutor (OpenStax Tutor, Rice University ©, 2015) was

used to administer the assignment. Grading was based solely on com-

pleting the assignment by the assigned deadline (i.e., not perfor-

mance). In addition to enabling the experiment, distributing practice

on the topics had the practical benefit of helping students with time

management and reducing the overall amount of work each week dur-

ing a time compressed course.

During the fourth week of the course, students completed the

course posttest, which was identical to the course pretest. After tak-

ing the final assessment, they received feedback on all of the ques-

tions (i.e., the material relevant to the current and future courses) to

ensure that they had the correct information moving forward in their

coursework.

3 | RESULTS

All analyses for both experiments were performed using SPSS 23 soft-

ware (IBM Corp, 2016). Cohen's d is the measure of effect size

reported. The results reported are for the 24 critical items (from six

topics) which were not covered in the review class, half of which were

targeted for reactivation using multiple-choice questions in the course

assignment completed in the first week of the class.

3.1 | Course pretest: Knowledge assessment

Participants correctly answered 24% of the critical short-answer

questions. Seventy-five percent were either forgotten or inaccessible,

even though all material should have been learned in prerequisite

courses.

3.2 | Course assignment: Performance on
intervention MC items

The critical intervention questions were embedded within the course

assignment completed during the first week of the class. As expected,

TABLE 1 Example questions for each of the six critical topics,
including the fill-in-the-blank versions used on the pre- and
post-course tests, as well as the multiple-choice question used in the
intervention

Topic

Fill-in-the-blank questions/

MC stems

Multiple choice

alternatives

Renal This cell is within the

Bowman's capsule that

wrap around capillaries of

the glomerulus and the

slits between the foot-like

projects allow blood to be

filtered. _____

A. Podocytes

B. Granulate cells

C. Basal lamina

D. Pedithelial cells

Hematology The antibodies produce

against a foreign blood

type may cause hemolysis

(rupturing) or _____

(clumping) of donated

erythrocytes

A. Agglutination

B. Extravasation

C. Degranulation

D. Coagulation

Central

nervous

system

_____ are nonneuronal cells

that maintain

homeostasis, form myelin,

and provide support and

protection for neurons in

the central and peripheral

nervous systems (e.g.,

astrocytes, Schwann cells)

A. Glial cells

B. Dendritic cells

C. Microcytes

D. Ganglia

Gastrointestinal There are 3 major phases of

gastric secretion. Around

20–30% of the gastric

secretory response to a

meal occurs before food

enters the stomach due to

thoughts of food, sensory

stimuli, and chewing. This

phase is called the _____

A. Cephalic

B. Gastric

C. Intestinal

D. Preparatory

Respiratory This cell is interspersed

among epithelial cells of

the bronchioles and are

mucus secreting. _____

A. Goblet cells

B. Chief cells

C. Mast cells

D. D-cells

Endocrine Thecal cells produce

androgens in ovaries and

_____ cells produce

testosterone in testes

A. Leydig

B. Sertoli

C. Granulosa

D. Graafian

BUTLER ET AL. 3



students did much better on MC questions (M = .65) than when

required to produce information from memory (M = .32). Given that

they failed to answer the short-answer question correctly, they were

above-chance at selecting the correct MC answer (M = .50).

3.3 | Course post-test

Figure 2 shows the main results for the final assessment in Experi-

ment 1, which occurred 3 weeks after the intervention assignment.

The data are plotted as a function of whether or not students were

able to retrieve the requisite knowledge on the course pretest. Fol-

lowing successful retrieval, performance on the final test was high

(84%), although some forgetting did occur over 3 weeks. The inter-

vention slightly retarded this forgetting, as shown by a small but sig-

nificant benefit for intervention items, relative to the control items

(.88 vs. .81; t[137] = 3.41, SEM = .02, p = .001, d = .32). The key

data involve the items which participants failed to retrieve initially;

on the final test, participants were much more likely to answer them

correctly following multiple-choice testing than for nontested con-

trol items, (M = .42 vs. .17; t[144] = 10.64, SEM = .02,

p < .001, d = 1.20).

Within the intervention condition, performance on the final test

was significantly higher if students had recognized the correct answer

on the multiple-choice test, as opposed to answering it incorrectly

(M = .50 vs. .33; t[141] = 6.79, SEM = .03, p < .001, d = .56). However,

even when students answered the multiple-choice question incor-

rectly, the intervention was helpful: attempting to answer the question

conferred an advantage over control items (M = .33 vs. .17; t

[142] = 5.39, SEM = .03, p < .001, d = .64).

4 | DISCUSSION

Performance on the post-course assessment showed that answering a sin-

gle multiple-choice question (without feedback) reactivated marginal

knowledge thatwas inaccessible before the course. This finding conceptu-

ally replicates prior research (Cantor et al., 2015) and extends it to a class-

room setting and to more complex material than the simple declarative

statements used by Berger et al. (1999). Students benefited the most

when they correctly answered themultiple-choice question on the interim

F IGURE 1 Both experiments had a course pretest and a final course posttest. The intervention was embedded in a course assignment in
Experiment 1 and in the pretest in Experiment 2

F IGURE 2 Proportion of correct responses on the post-course
assessment in Experiment 1 as a function of response outcome on the
course pretest (correct vs. incorrect) and experimental condition
(interim multiple-choice test vs. no interim test). Error bars indicate
standard error of the mean
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test. However, it is interesting to note that students benefited even when

they got themultiple-choice questionwrong despite the fact that no feed-

back was provided. One possible explanation is that students may have

later realized that one of the other alternatives for the multiple-choice

question was correct, and thereby reactivated marginal knowledge. Of

course, another possibility is that they could have looked up the answer at

some point after taking the multiple-choice test. Although it is impossible

to know for certain the mechanism(s) that produced this finding, it corre-

sponds well with recent research showing that making errors on tests

can be beneficial to learning for a variety of reasons (Arnold &

McDermott, 2013; Huelser & Metcalfe, 2012; Kornell, Klein, &

Rawson, 2015; Little, Bjork, Bjork, &Angello, 2012; Potts & Shanks, 2014).

4.1 | Experiment 2

A second experiment was conducted during the following year to con-

ceptually replicate and extend the findings of Experiment 1. In the

time between the two studies, the course was redesigned to be more

structured (with a class period for each topic and less self-paced

instruction), providing the opportunity to further evaluate the general-

izability of our results.

In Experiment 2, we streamlined the intervention by combining

the pretest and intervention test into a single event. That is, the pre-

test was changed to the hybrid test format (with each open-ended

question followed by multiple-choice options), to enable it to serve as

both the assessment of knowledge accessibility (via short answer

responses) and the intervention used to reactivate access to marginal

knowledge (via multiple-choice selections for ½ of critical items).

5 | METHOD

5.1 | Students

One hundred and forty-one first-year pharmacy students participated

in the study (96% consented to having their data released for analy-

sis). The sample of students in Experiment 2 was highly similar to

Experiment 1 in age (M = 22, range 18–51), educational background

(86% with a college degree), college GPA (M = 3.5), and Pharmacy Col-

lege Admission Test scores (M = 88%). Six students did not complete

all of the measures so they were excluded from the analyses.

5.2 | Materials

The materials were the same as Experiment 1 except for the following

changes: (a) some of the critical questions were slightly modified

based on students' performance on those items in Experiment 1 and

(b) additional questions were created to allow five questions per topic,

yielding a total of 30 critical questions. For counterbalancing pur-

poses, we used the same two sets of topics as in Experiment 1, which

were match for difficulty.

5.3 | Procedure

An overview of the procedure can be found in Figure 1.

ExamSoft was again used to administer the course pretest, with

the main change being that the hybrid question format was used for

intervention items. That is, questions in the experimental condition

required completion of a fill-in-the-blank prompt before the multiple-

choice alternatives appeared. All other questions were in fill-in-the-

blank format (20 questions: 5 filler questions for the 7th topic as well

as 15 questions assigned to the control condition).

Over the course of the term, students took seven mid-course

assessments, one for each topic. Each mid-course assessment was

administered at the beginning of the class session about the topic to

which it was related and consisted of the same five questions from

the precourse assessment. All questions on the mid-course assess-

ments were presented in fill-in-the-blank format regardless of

whether the topic was assigned to the intervention or control condi-

tion for a particular student. Additional questions about current

course materials were also included on the mid-course assessments.

No feedback was given on these assessments.

Finally, students took the final test, following the procedures of

Experiment 1.

6 | RESULTS

6.1 | Course pretest: Knowledge assessment

Performance on the pretest short answer questions was poor, indicating

that students struggled to retrieve much of their background knowl-

edge. Performance was slightly better for topics assigned to the control

condition (12% correct) than for topics assigned to the experimental

condition (10%). While this small difference was statistically significant

(M = .12 vs. .10; t[129] = 1.99, SEM = .01, p = .049, d = .15), it is not

problematic given that it works against our hypothesis that final perfor-

mance will be higher in the experimental condition than the control.

6.2 | Course pretest: Intervention multiple-choice
questions

For half of the critical questions, participants selected one of four mul-

tiple alternatives after submitting their short answer responses. On

average, students selected the correct answer half of the time

(M = .50). As in Experiment 1, students almost always selected the

correct answer on the multiple-choice part of the question if they

answered the question correctly on the open-ended part.

6.3 | Mid-course assessments

The top panel of Figure 3 shows the main results for the mid-course

assessments. Given a retrieval failure on the pretest, the interim

BUTLER ET AL. 5



multiple-choice test improved performance on the mid-course fill-in-

the-blank assessment relative to questions assigned to the control

condition (M = .27 vs. .16; t[129] = 5.67, SEM = .02, p < .001, d = .69).

This benefit of the multiple-choice testing intervention was depen-

dent upon students' success on that test: students performed much

better on the mid-course assessment after answering the multiple-

choice question correctly rather than incorrectly (M = .42 vs. .13; t

[125] = 12.90, SEM = .02, p < .001, d = 1.48). Unlike Experiment

1, there was no benefit of taking the interim test if students selected

an incorrect response option relative to questions assigned to the

control condition (M = .14 vs. .16; t[129] = 1.24, SEM = .02, p = .217,

d = .17). In addition, there was also no significant benefit of taking the

interim test for questions answered correctly on the prior open-ended

part (M = .83 vs. .80; t[74] < 1); however, it should be noted that

many students did not correctly answer the open-ended part for any

of the questions.

6.4 | Course posttest

The bottom panel of Figure 3 shows the main results for the post-

course assessment in Experiment 2. Overall, the results were consis-

tent with the mid-course assessment. First, the benefit of taking the

multiple-choice part of the test extended until the end of the course.

That is, for information students could not retrieve on the pretest,

multiple-choice testing led to a benefit on the final test, compared to

control items (M = .26 vs. .17; t[129] = 5.57, SEM = .02, p < .001,

d = .56). Again, this benefit was much stronger given the selection of

the correct answer to the multiple-choice question (M = .40 vs. .12; t

[125] = 12.95, SEM = .02, p < .001, d = 1.43).

There were two differences as compared to Experiment 1. First,

there was no benefit when students answered multiple-choice ques-

tions incorrectly; they actually performed significantly worse on the

final test after their errors, relative to control questions (M = .13

vs. .17; t[129] = 2.55, SEM = .02, p = .012, d = .29). Second, the

multiple-choice test did not retard forgetting. That is, after answering

the question correctly on the pretest, there was no further benefit of

multiple-choice testing (on the final test), (M = .90 vs. .86; t[74] < 1).

7 | DISCUSSION

Experiment 2 replicated the main finding from Experiment 1 –

multiple-choice testing reactivated marginal knowledge, even without

feedback after answering. When students were unable to generate

the answer on the open-ended part of the question on the pre-

assessment (i.e., knowledge was inaccessible), answering the multiple-

choice version immediately afterwards led to significantly better per-

formance later in the course when asked the same open-ended ques-

tion again. In contrast with Experiment 1, this finding was driven

exclusively by items for which students correctly answered the

interim multiple-choice question. Although there was a benefit to stu-

dents of answering the interim multiple-choice question incorrectly in

Experiment 1, this finding was not replicated in Experiment 2. It

should also be noted that the size of the multiple-choice effect

(on the final test) was smaller in Experiment 2 (d = .56) than in Experi-

ment 1 (d = 1.20).

The changes in methodology across experiments (see Figure 1)

may explain the slightly different results. In Experiment 2, the

multiple-choice test intended to reactivate marginal knowledge was

delivered immediately after knowledge was assessed, as opposed to

mid-way through the course. In addition, the questions from Experi-

ment 1 were modified for Experiment 2, and the difference in perfor-

mance on the multiple-choice test in the two experiments suggests

that these changes made the questions harder. Overall, the results of

Experiment 2 suggest that the finding that a multiple-choice test can

help reactivate marginal knowledge is quite robust; however, the mag-

nitude of this effect seems to depend upon performance on the

multiple-choice test, suggesting that factors that increase successful

retrieval on the test may increase the amount of knowledge that is

reactivated.

F IGURE 3 Proportion of correct responses on the mid-course
assessments (top panel) and post-course assessment (bottom panel) in
Experiment 2 as a function of response outcome on the open-ended
part of the pre-course test (correct vs. incorrect) and experimental
condition (interim multiple-choice test vs. no interim test). Error bars
indicate standard error of the mean
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8 | GENERAL DISCUSSION

The results of these two classroom experiments show that taking a

multiple-choice test, even without feedback, allows students to regain

access to some of the knowledge learned in prerequisite courses. At

the beginning of a Pharmacy review course, students were unable to

retrieve many critical concepts from prior classes – knowledge that

was important to facilitating their learning in future courses in the cur-

riculum. Answering multiple-choice questions outside of class was suf-

ficient to reactivate access to some of this knowledge – and this

access lasted the entire course term. By demonstrating the generaliz-

ability of laboratory work on marginal knowledge to the classroom,

our study opens up the possibility of using this approach to improve

educational practice.

In particular, one potentially promising use of this finding would be

strategic, just-in-time interventions to reactivate relevant marginal

knowledge prior to new learning. To be clear, such an interventionwould

be unlikely to have as strong of an effect as substantive instruction – but

it would be cheaper and quicker, while at the same time providing useful

feedback to instructors about which material requires classroom cover-

age. Of course, students could always be instructed to restudy material

on their own outside of class, perhaps yielding similar results. However,

such an approach would not yield the same information to instructors,

and its success would depend upon a student's ability to accurately judge

whether information was learned (something that struggling students

are particularly poor at; Kruger &Dunning, 1999).

Despite the potential for success in reactivating marginal knowl-

edge, multiple-choice interventions should be coupled with other

efforts to promote the maintenance of knowledge. Our studies are

the first to target the kind of complex information required in college

courses, as opposed to simple declarative facts – but we do not yet

know, for example, whether the benefits would occur for all types of

materials (e.g., computations). Furthermore, some types of learning do

not lend themselves to multiple-choice testing, such as the skill of

writing. Thus, our work is a first step toward improving the mainte-

nance of knowledge, but only represents one tool in what is likely a

complex toolbox. From the perspective of researchers, we know a lot

about how to facilitate new learning, but much less about mainte-

nance of knowledge (Butler & Raley, 2015) – highlighting the need for

research in this area.

We close by noting that the loss of access to knowledge is partic-

ularly acute in health professional education. Entry-level degrees for

most health professions require completion of prerequisite cour-

sework prior to entering the degree program and utilize curricula in

which courses build closely upon each other. Furthermore, every

health position has some knowledge that students and practitioners

must have at their fingertips. Much of this knowledge could be looked

up or re-learned with time; however, if it is inaccessible in the

moment, then new learning could be hindered, or even worse – a mis-

take could be made in a clinical situation with a patient.
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